In the underlay spectrum sharing approach, cognitive radios have limited coverage area to keep interference protection for the licensed users. Multiple cooperative relays have shown benefit for allowing reliable communication with an increase in the radio coverage area. The performance of an underlay cognitive cooperative multiple relays network (CCMRN) is evaluated in case of imperfect channel state information (CSI). In this paper, CCMRN will be treated as a secondary network with multiple decode and forward relays, whereas the secondary user (SU) transmitter will select a single relay from the available set of relays. The relay selection process is based on obtaining maximum end-to-end effective capacity (C eff ) as seen by the SU. By assuming cooperation between the licensed primary network and the unlicensed secondary network, the SU and the selective secondary relay can share the spectrum with occupying two orthogonal channels of two different primary users (PUs). According to the average interference power constraint of the PUs, the SU allowed maximum power transmission will be obtained. Network performance is assessed in terms of the SU maximum end-to-end C eff as well as outage probability (P out ). Mathematical expressions for C eff and P out are derived for practical multipath Rayleigh faded channel. The analytical results illustrate the effect of the imperfect CSI on the performance metrics with applying various constraints such as available multiple relays group size, statistical delay quality of service, and average interference power.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the allocated radio spectrum is becoming congested due to the rapid growth in the field of wireless applications, it has resulted in spectrum shortage and low spectrum utilization. Recently, cognitive radio technology is one of the main researchers interest that coexists and cooperates towards achieving a better gain from the limited available spectrum [1] - [3] .There is an extensive literature survey focused on recent advancements in cognitive radio network (CRN) which was discussed in [4] and [5] . Three of the foremost approaches that have been used for spectrum sharing between the intelligent secondary user (SU) network and the licensed primary user (PU) network are interweave, overlay, and underlay spectrum sharing. In interweave spectrum sharing approach; it is based on the idea of opportunistic spectrum access technique. The SU is allowed to opportunistically transmit only when the PU is not transmitting [6] . In the overlay spectrum access approach, the SU is allowed to transmit concurrently with the PU. The condition of the overlay spectrum access is that the SU transmitter (SUTx) facilitates PU communication where it has knowledge of the PU's codebook and its messages as well. However, in underlay spectrum sharing, the SU can concurrently access the spectrum of the licensed PU as long as the interference power level received by the PU receiver (PURx) due to SU transmission, is below a predefined threshold [7] , [8] . While the underlay spectrum sharing approach appears to have many operational advantages for the SU transmission, the limited coverage area is one of the underlay spectrum sharing drawbacks [9] because increasing of the transmitted power will introduce more interference on the PURx. Therefore cognitive cooperative multiple relays network (CCMRN), which is a combination of the CRN and multiple cooperative relays, has shown benefit for allowing reliable communication with an increase in the radio coverage area and capacity enhancement. This CCMRN has been addressed in several research works which are concerned about enhancement techniques on CRN. The cognitive cooperative cellular network architecture in 5G was investigated in [10] . In [11] , outage of the dual-hop multi-relay underlay CRN, and its impact of a multi-relay scheme and co-channel interference on the performance were analyzed. However, [12] deduced the effective capacity of amplify-and-forward multi-hop transmission over arbitrary and correlated fading channels. Ren et al. [13] derived the closed-form expressions of the SU achievable data rate as well as symbol error probability within device-to-device successive relaying network. In [14] , the optimal resource allocation methods have been presented in multi-user multi-relay decode and forward (DF) CRN. Furthermore, [15] investigated the outage of spectrum sharing multi-antenna with multi-relay networks. Because of channel estimation errors, signaling feedback latency and continuous random variation of fading channels, the authors in [16] - [18] evaluated the system performance by obtaining the effective system capacity or system outage probability when considering imperfect channel state information (I-CSI). However, in [16] exact expressions for the system effective capacity with I-CSI were derived in case of direct transmission. Kundu et al. [17] presented the outage performance of the SU in two transmission scenarios; direct transmission with considering I-CSI and multirelay transmission but with assuming perfect CSI (P-CSI). Van Toan et al. [18] evaluated the system outage analysis of cognitive underlay two way relay network with considering I-CSI and the PU transmitter (PUTx) interference effect on the SU receiver (SURx).
By considering the previously mentioned works, the presented work arises as a motivation to investigate the impact of I-CSI on the SU performance in an underlay CCMRN with considering various measurement constraints such as the number of multiple relays group size (n) from which a best relay is selected for SU transmission, the PU interference power constraint (I), and statistical delay QoS constraint (θ ). Differently from [19] , the concurrent work focuses on the case of imperfect channel as well as the multiple cooperative relays. But, both of the presented work and [19] are evaluating the obtained performance via the outage probability. Moreover, based on assuming cooperation between primary network and secondary network, this paper proposes a dual spectrum sharing strategy in which SUTx and SRTx will share two orthogonal channels with two PUs, namely PU 1 and PU 2 respectively. The performance of the SU will be evaluated through two performance metrics; the SU maximum end-to-end effective capacity (C eff ) and the SU outage probability (P out ) [15] , [20] . C eff is defined as the maximum constant arrival data rate that can be supported by the transmission channel, assuming that the transmission technique of the SUTx and secondary relay transmitter (SRTx) satisfy a certain quality of service (QoS) level based on the statistical delay constraint [12] . Likewise, P out is defined as the probability that the end-to-end signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the SU received signal is less than a predefined threshold [21] . DF relaying protocol is considered because of its suitability for underlay spectrum sharing scheme [14] . According to the unavailability of line of sight communication, Rayleigh faded channel model will be used. Throughout the presented work, it's considered that the PU occupies its channel as a worst case scenario to investigate the lower-bound for the obtained performance metrics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II demonstrates the proposed system model. Section III derives both of the SU C eff and the SU P out in CCMRN with I-CSI. Section IV illustrates the numerical results and analysis. Section V presents the conclusion and main outcomes.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
For obtaining the SU C eff , the transmission technique of the SU and SR should satisfy the statistical delay QoS provisioning theory [16] . The two-hop communication link is represented in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 1 , the SUTx is transmitting data to the SURx through an intermediate relay node [22] . Each ofSUTx and SRTx will use a buffer to store the traffic in each one of them. Therefore, they operate under QoS constraints, (i.e., buffer constraint), specified by the QoS delay constraint θ in (bit −1 ). The service rate of the SUTx and SRTx are denoted by R φ (t), where t = 1, 2, . . . is the time-frame index. φ = {1, 2} is an index to refer to the transmission links; SUTx-SR receiver (SRRx) and SRTx-SURx respectively and also x = {1, 2} is an index to refer to the interference links; SUTx-PU 1 Rx and SRTx-PU 2 Rx respectively. The normalized C eff in bit/second/Hertz (bit/s/Hz) for a given θ is formulated in relay transmission mode as in [23] .
where θ = − lim Q th →∞ log(Pr(Q≥Q th )) Q th , β = θ TB, T is the time of a transmit data frame, B is the transmission narrowband that the SUTx or The SRTx will share with the PU 1 and PU 2 respectively, Q denotes buffer queue length, Q th represents the predefined threshold of the buffer queue length, and R φ (t) is defined as the discrete-time stochastic service process which is equal to the instantaneous Shannon capacity such as [24] :
P rφ denotes the received power, and N 0 is the noise power spectral density. Thus the normalized C eff φ of the transmission links can be written as:
Larger θ means stricter constraints on the buffer and capacity with minimum service rate, whereas smaller θ means looser constraints on the buffer and capacity with average service rate. The system model for underlay CCMRN is shown in Fig. 2 . It contains two main cooperative networks; the primary network and the cognitive network. The primary network has a number of licensed PUs, whereas the cognitive network has a number of SUs. As in [25] , SU's are able to act as n available cognitive cooperative secondary relays for primary or cognitive network, this dynamic cooperation can improve the resource efficiency by reducing resource wastage. In addition, the Fusion center (FC) is located centrally in the network; it is a responsible center node for organizing the underlay spectrum sharing between the cognitive network and the PU network. When a SUTx needs to communicate with a SURx, it must send a request to the FC for determining the multiple available SUs that have the capability to act as relay. The FC will reply the SUTx with the available cooperative relays that are also located in halfway between the SUTx and SURx. Also for sharing the spectrum, the SU communicates with the FC asking for dual spectrum sharing. The FC will inform the SU with the best two licensed PU transmitters (PU 1 Tx, PU 2 Tx) and their receivers (PU 1 Rx, PU 2 Rx) respectively suitable for spectrum sharing based on the worst interference channel between SUTx -PU 1 Rx, SRTx -PU 2 Rx, PU 1 Tx -SRRx, and PU 2 Tx-SURx where the performance of SU is improved when fading is considered in the interfering channels. Therefore interference from PU 1 Tx and PU 2 Tx to SRRx and SURx respectively may be lumped together with the noise term at the SURx and SRRx following a Gaussian distribution [26] .
The SU communication will be through one secondary relay that is selected from the available multiple relays placed in between the SUTx and SURx. The relay selection is based on achieving the SU maximum end-to-end C eff with average interference power constraint for the PU protection. According to the average interference power constraint, both SUTx and SRTx in the CCMRN must control their transmit power to limit the interference on the PU 1 Tx and PU 2 Tx. As a result of that, the selected relay will overcome the residual self-interference problem due to its concurrent transmission and reception using two different radios spectrum. The cancellation of relay self-interference will be achieved due to double frequencies assignment scheme. This achievement will be done in price of wasting more spectrum but the current paper is tackling underlay spectrum sharing, so the spectrum enlargement doesn't affect heavily the overall spectrum requirements.
The secondary transmission is divided into two links; one link is from SUTx to SRRx j (SUTx -SRRx j ) and the other is from SRTx j to SURx (SRTx j -SURx), where j = {1, 2, 3, . . . ., n} is the index of the available relays. In order to select a certain relay, the system will get the minimum C eff of each relay links SUTx -SRRx j and SRTx j -SURx. Finally, the system will choose the relay of maximum C eff . Therefore the SU maximum end-to-end C eff can be formulated as follows:
For more illustration, a Pseudocode of the relay selection process is described below :
Algorithm 1 Maximum End to End Effective Capacity C eff
Initialization: n. 1: For each relay, j from 1 to n 2: For each φ from 1 to 2 3:
Calculate C eff jφ 4: end 5: C min (j) = minimum C eff jφ 6: end 7: C eff = maximum of all C min (j) values VOLUME 6, 2018 Let g j1 , g j2 , U 1 and U 2 denote the instantaneous channel power gain of the channels between SUTx-SRRx j , SRTx jSURx, SUTx -PU 1 Rx, and SRTx j -PU 2 Rx respectively. All channel power gains are assumed to be independent. For adjusting the SU transmit power, the SU should have P-CSI. Practically, the SUTx and SRTx can't perfectly predict the CSI of the interference channel [17] , [27] . The values of g j1, g j2 are assumed to be perfectly known at the SUTx and SRTx respectively. However, the values of U 1 and U 2 are considered as I-CSI at the SUTx and SRTx respectively. It should be noted that the channel impulse response can be described not only by time-domain correlation coefficient (ρ) but also by frequency domain correlation. Frequency-domain channel correlation is not considered here since this paper considers a single narrow band spectrum whose bandwidth is much smaller than coherence bandwidth. Then, all channels experience flat-fading. Consequently, the time-domain correlation is considered where it is assumed that there will be signaling feedback latency and the time-domain channel correlation coefficient is used to model the imperfect property of the time varying channel impulse response and is related to the delay and the Doppler shift, as modeled by the Jakes' model ρ = J 0 (2π f d τ ), where J 0 (.) is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero th -order, τ is the delay, and f d is the Doppler shift [16] . In the correlation model, the SUTx and the SRTx know ρ 1 , and ρ 2 respectively where ρ 1 , and ρ 2 are used to model the imperfection property of the time varying channel impulse responses for the interference links SUTx-PU 1 Rx and SRTx j -PU 2 Rx respectively. As in [17] , the interference channel power gain can be expressed as:
whereh x is the imperfect channel impulse response for the interference link and ε is the channel estimation error which is considered as a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean E{ε} = 0(E{.} is being expectation operator) and unit variance and it is uncorrelated withh x [18] . ρ is a constant (0 < ρ < 1). (ρ = 0) means that the CSI at the transmitter is imperfect and random, whereas (ρ = 1) means that the transmitter has P-CSI of the interference links SUTx-PU 1 Rx or SRTx -PU 2 Rx. The analytical model with detailed derivations for C eff and P out will be presented in the next section.
III. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The analytical model will contain several symbols that can be summarized in Table 1 as follows:
A. EFFECTIVE CAPACITY
In this section the SU C eff with I-CSI is derived for the following two transmission scenarios; relay transmission scenario and direct transmission scenario. 
1) RELAY TRANSMISSION
For PUs transmission protection, the average interference power constraint is adopted as in [18] . Let P t be the transmitted power of SUTx and SRTx j such that:
Therefore, by substituting by (5), the average inference power constraint for both SUTx and SRTx j can be formulated as:
Thus, by assuming maximum SU and SR transmit power, then the interference threshold equality can be obtained as:
So, the SU C eff for both transmission links can be rewritten as follows:
where P rφ = g jφ P tφ = g jφ I x k x andÎ x refers to the normalized interference constraint to the noise term BN 0 . So, the SNR of the SU or the SR is defined as:
The probability distribution function (PDF) of the ratio z jφ , p z jφ (z), can be obtained by giving the PDF of Rayleigh channel power gains p g jφ (g), and pḡ x (ḡ) as follows [28] :
As k x is function ofḡ x , so the PDF of k x , p k x (k), is as [29] :
It can be seen that z jφ is a ratio between two random variables g jφ and k x . Now, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SNR z jφ , F z jφ (z), can be derived as:
then PDF of z jφ can be obtained by differentiation of (15) as:
Now for obtaining the normalized C eff for the end to end SU transmissions as in (4), the maximum of the minimum values of the SNR is obtained. So, the end-to-end SNR is written as:
where
Given the PDF and the CDF of z jφ , one can get the PDF and CDF of the minimum SNR, z j , as in [30] .
Given the PDF and the CDF of z j in (18) and (19) , one can get the PDF and CDF of the maximum SNR, z, as in [26] .
Now the SU end to end C eff in (4) is now formulated as [31] :
where p z (z) is PDF of the maximum end to end SNR. Then by substituting with (20) into (22) , the SU end to end C eff can be formulated as:
2) MODEL VALIDATION
In order to validate the obtained system results, a comparative study will be presented between the proposed model and the model of [16] . In [16] , the SUTx transmits directly to SURx without relay. Thus one can simply obtain the SU C eff of direct transmission scenario by setting the PDF of the direct link by using (16) as follows:
B. OUTAGE PROBABILITY
By recalling the P out definition, it is the probability that the SNR of the SU received signal is less than a predefined threshold z th . In other words, it is the probability that the capacity of the SU received signal C = log 2 (1 + z) is below a predefined threshold C th . For the considered CCMRN, the P out is obtained as in [32] P out = Pr {C ≤ C th }
by using Shannon capacity theory
Then (26) can be written as:
Let z th = 2 C th − 1 then
By substituting with (15) , (19) in (21) then,
For a closed form expression to (29) , let an equi-correlation ρ in all interference channel and equi-interference threshold I [18] , P out can be written as:
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
As presented in section III, some illustrating numerical results on the SU C eff and P out in an underlay CCMRN will be provided. The proposed model is suitable for the operator with multiple relays as well as direct transmission. This is different from [16] , where it was concerned only on the direct transmission. By applying direct transmission on the proposed system model, fig. 3 shows a comparative study between previous result in [16] and the current direct transmission obtained result in (24) for the SU C eff . The presented comparison is used only as a proof of concept and validation of the presented model. The operational parameters are chosen such that ρ = 0.9, θ = 1.5 bit −1 , and I varies from 0dB to 20dB in consistence with [16] . It is shown that the obtained numerical results and the presented results of [16] coincide with each other. Now, the SU C eff and P out for relay transmission scenario of the considered CCMRN is numerically evaluated. The obtained results aim at illustrating the impact of the interference channel imperfection on the SU performance (i.e., C eff and P out ) whereas taking into consideration the other various parameters such as I , n, and θ . In the following analysis, it is assumed that TB = 1, equi-correlation, and equi-interference threshold. Fig. 4 illustrates the SU C eff as a function of I for various n with (θ = 1 bit −1 ) into two extreme cases; for P-CSI ρ will be taken as (ρ = 1), whereas for I-CSI, ρ will be taken as (ρ = 0.1). It is observed that the SU C eff increases as I increases. At all values of I [from 0dB to 20dB], the I-CSI provides worse capacity than the P-CSI. In addition, it is seen that as n increases the result gap between P-CSI and I-CSI curves increases. It can be noticed that as n increases the SU C eff increases with an efficient enhancement. This means that for more C eff improvement, the SU can use a large group of relays with size n. For relay selection, also the SU should take into consideration the CSI imperfection effect; whereas n increases the CSI imperfection impact increases.
For the two cases of P-CSI (ρ = 1) and I-CSI (ρ = 0.1), Fig. 5 shows the SU C eff against θ for various n with (I = 10dB). The obtained C eff may be categorized into two different regions, namely Reg.(I) and Reg.(II). In the first region Reg.(I), the lower values of θ (especially the values lower than θ 0 (θ 0 = 1 bit −1 )) will enable the system to accommodate large number of data arrivals. This means higher system effective capacity. But the channel perfection/imperfection will be the dominant factor on the obtained SU C eff . In addition, by increasing the available relays group size n, the C eff will be improved and the imperfection effect increases. This may be due to increasing the selection opportunities of the best relay. Whereas, in second region Reg.(II) the system will suffer from huge amount of data arrivals. These arrivals will not be suited to the queue threshold length. So, the overall θ will become higher. In other words, greater θ (θ > θ 0 ) may introduce more contention in the system, which leads to degradation of the obtained C eff . Also in Reg.(II), θ will be approximately the dominant factor in spite of the channel perfection/imperfection condition. According to the presented results in Fig. 5 , Table 2 sums up the overall improved ratio (C * eff ) of the SU C eff with respect to C effo due to the increase of n at (θ = 1 bit −1 ) and with P-CSI (ρ = 1), where C effo is the SU C eff at (n = 1). C effo = 2.40 bit/s/Hz.
TABLE 2.
Improved ratio of SU C eff with respect to C effo at different n. 6 shows the SU C eff versus θ at different I with (n = 3) and into two cases of P-CSI (ρ = 1) and I-CSI (ρ = 0.1). It can be observed that, at lower θ , as I allowed for SU transmission increases C eff increases. But for higher values of θ, an increase in I has less benefit on C eff enhancement. Moreover, Fig. 6 can confirm that at higher θ the channel imperfection can be neglected where as the values SU C eff are almost the same for P-CSI and I-CSI. 7 shows the SU C eff against n. It can be observed that as n increases in the CCMRN, the SU C eff increases. Moreover, it is seen that, in the light congested network (θ = 1 bit −1 ) the channel imperfection will affect heavily the SU C eff . On the other hand, in case of more congested network (θ ≥ 10 bit −1 ), as mentioned before the channel imperfection will not affect the overall performance of SU C eff . . According to the presented results in Fig. 7 , Table 3 sums up the overall channel imperfection effect on the SU C eff by calculating the difference δ(C eff ) between the C eff with P-CSI to C eff with I-CSI; namely normalized C eff . In the case of n = 10 and I = 10dB, it can be observed that I-CSI effect on C eff can be neglected as θ has higher values.
Fig . 8 presents the P out performance of the considered CCMRN. It is evaluated by setting the outage threshold value (C th = 1bit/s/Hz). The SU P out is plotted versus I for different n at P-CSI (ρ = 1) and I-CSI (ρ = 0.1). According to the presented results in Fig. 8 , Table 4 sums up the overall n effect on the SU P out in the case of (I = 10dB), and (ρ = 0.1). It can be observed that as I increases, P out decreases. Moreover, it is interesting to observe that more relays results in high improvement in the SU P out .
V. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on one of the most critical challenges of increasing the radio coverage area for reliable SU communications in an underlay network. So, the performance VOLUME 6, 2018 analysis of an underlay CCMRN has been assessed by investigating the impact of interference channel imperfection, average interference power constraint, statistical delay QoS constraint, and the available multiple relays group size from which a best relay is selected for SU transmission on the performance metrics of the SU. By considering all these constraints and with the aid of mathematical derivations, an analytical expression for the SU maximum end-to-end effective channel capacity and outage probability are derived. Numerical results and analysis of the obtained performance have been discussed in details. It was concluded that SU effective capacity can be enhanced and SU outage probability can be reduced by increasing the average interference power constraint and number of available relay group size for SU transmission. But by increasing these two constraints, the bad effect of the imperfect interference channel state information on the SU performance increases. In contrary, it can be observed that the channel imperfection effect on SU effective capacity can be neglected as the delay QoS constraint has higher values. The presented system model will be useful for both operators and researchers to enhance the overall system capacity as well as the outage probability. 
